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Shooters in photo (L to R standing) Gil Bridges, 
Ron Oehlert, Lloyd Sanders & (kneeling) Jules 
Sanders 

 

Tommy Atkins 2017 Spring Match held at the 
MRC rifle range 05/07/2017 

  
First Place                 Jules Sanders         160 

Second Place            Gil Bridges              149 

Third Place                Lloyd Sanders         137 

 

 

 

 

Bullet Points 
 

Let’s Go Modern! 
Please start viewing the MRC calendar 
online at 
http://www.marysvillerifleclub.com/calendar/  
MRC wants our members to make efficient 
use of modern technology.  
 
June Work Party 6/10/2017 
It's June already and work parties are a 
great way to get those necessary points 
taken care of and out of the way.  Don't let 
the year slip away... 
If you have any questions about the work 
party, contact David Eason at 
a1miner51@live.com 
 

News from USPSA 
There will be a USPSA R/O class offered to 
USPSA members only. If you are a member and 
are interested in taking this course, complete an 
application online at www.uspsanwsection.com 
The class will be Saturday, June 10th, from 8am 
to 5pm. It will continue through Sunday June 
11th, 8am till finished. The R/O class will be at 
the MRC clubhouse.  
     

USPSA is also starting its practice sessions for 
this year. Practice sessions will be held in Bay 6 
of the action bays on the 1st and 3rd Tuesdays 
of the month starting at 5:30pm. These practice 
sessions will be open to members & non-
members alike. It will be great for those who 
would like to get started in competing in USPSA 
sanctioned matches, or to just sharpen their 
competitive skills..  
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Concealed Carry and Homicides: An Update 
 

 
(Photo: Pew Research) 

Push the panic button!  There are now more than 15 

million concealed carriers in the United States!  This 

must mean the streets are running red with 

blood.  The Hills Have Eyes People must be taking 

over, right?  Crime must be through the 

roof!!!  Don’t go outside! Whatever you do.  Don’t. 

Go. Outside. 

Yes, it’s true.  Well, part of what I said is true, the 

part about there being now more than 15 million 

people with concealed carry permits.  Yeah, that’s 

true.  The part about the streets running red with 

blood, we’ll get to that. 

According to The Crime Prevention Research Center, 

the number of permits soared from 14.5 million in 

July of last year to 15.7 million through May of this 

year, the largest one-year increase on record. 

Economist John Lott, the founder of the pro-gun 

Crime Prevention Research Center, spoke to Fox 

News about the cause for the increase indicating 

that there’s been a rise in the number of women and 

minorities obtaining permits. 

“I think you’re continuing to see a change in the 

composition of people who go and get permits,” Lott 

said. “Women are growing at a much faster rate than 

men.” 

Specifically, between 2012 and 2016 the number of 

women seeking permits was twice that of men, 

according to Lott. 

Lott also pointed to the fact that many states have 

made efforts to streamline the permitting process in 

recent years. 

“You’re seeing states making it easier for people to 

go and get permits,” he said. 

Now to the fun part.  With more firearms in the 

hands of more citizens and with laws making it easier 

for citizens to carry, well that’s a recipe for abject 

disaster.  Right?  WRONG! 

As the National Rifle Association conveniently notes 

in the Tweet below, between 2007 and 2015, the 

number of CCW permits increased by 215 

percent.  Meanwhile, the murder rate dropped 14 

percent and the overall violent crime rate dropped 

21 percent. 
 

 
Now, as I’ve said for years, we should be cautious 

about saying that correlation equals causation, that 

is, more firearms in the hands of law-abiding citizens 

definitely reduces crime. Yes, I know it’s tempting to 

say that based on the data. But the truth is there are 

a lot of factors that influence crime rates and to pin 

it all on one factor — the prevalence of firearms in 

the hands of good guys — is being a bit 

presumptuous given the complexity of the subject (It 

may, in fact, be true, it’s just really, really difficult to 

say for certain). 
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However, what we can say for sure and what we 

should shout from the rooftops is that a radical 

increase in the number of good guys with guns does 

not lead to an increase in crime! Not at all! And, 

anyone who disputes that observation is being 

intellectually dishonest based on the piles of data 

that prove otherwise. 

Perhaps the most startling piece of evidence to make 

our case comes from a 2013 Pew Study that reviewed 

crime data collected from the Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention.  Now, it’s a little outdated 

but the overarching trendline with respect to crime 

remains true to this day. 

“Compared with 1993, the peak of U.S. gun 

homicides, the firearm homicide rate was 49 percent 

lower in 2010, and there were fewer deaths, even 

though the nation’s population grew,” stated the 

authors of the study. “The victimization rate for 

other violent crimes with a firearm—assaults, 

robberies and sex crimes—was 75 percent lower in 

2011 than in 1993.” 

Remember, over that period of time not only have 

states relaxed laws on the issuing of concealed carry 

permits, transitioning from ‘May-Issue’ and ‘No-

Issue’ concealed carry standards to ‘Shall-Issue’ and 

Constitutional concealed carry standards, causing 

the number of concealed carriers to balloon but the 

federal ban on “assault weapons” expired in 2004. 

What this means is that we are more highly armed 

and free to carry than ever before and the result is a 

country of marauding Hills Have Eyes 

People.   Actually, no, it’s a statistically safer 

society.  Funny how that works. 
 

 
 

Sportsmans Warehouse:  
Coming to a Neighborhood Near You 
There’s a new outdoor sporting goods store opening 
up on June 2nd in Everett: The Sportsman’s 
Warehouse. They have several stores in south Puget 
Sound in Federal Way and Puyallup. Now they have 
one in Everett. The good news is that they will having 
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a Grand Opening event that will last three days: June 
8th, 9th and 10th. The first 250 people who come in on 
June 8th will receive a $20 gift card and free hat. The 
first 50 people who come in on June 9th will receive a 
$20 gift card and free hat, as will the first 50 people 
who come in on June 10th. And there’s more! 
Customers can enter to win one of four $500 
shopping sprees and one brand new Remington 870 
shotgun. And there will be special sale prices on 
select firearms, hunting, shooting, fishing and 
camping gear. Your Faithful Editor talked to the Store 
Manager. He asked me to ask our members if 
anyone would like to have their game mounts 
displayed in the new store. Sportsman’s Warehouse 
will create a plaque with the owner’s name on it and 
will insure the mount against damage. Let Your 
Faithful Editor know if you’d like to do that and I’ll 
pass it along. They’re open every day from 9am to 
9pm. 
 

 
 

505 SE Everett Mall Way 
Everett, WA 
98208-3252 

Tel. (425) 610-2100 

 

New World Record Deer? Maybe 
 

 
. 

 

A Tennessee hunter has killed what is a definite 
state-record setting buck — and maybe even a 
world-record setting buck. 

Stephen Tucker of Gallatin, Tennessee, shot a 
47-point non-typical whitetail deer with a Boone 
and Crockett Club green score of 308 3/8 inches. 
The score is not yet final as the rack has to dry 
out for 60 days before it is officially measured 
per the rules. However, Dale Grandstaff of the 
Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency, who did 
the preliminary scoring, told 
the Tennessean that Tucker’s deer will break 
the state record. 
“There’s no doubt it’s going to be the new state 
record; I mean, that’s an absolute,” Tennessee 
Wildlife said Grandstaff. “As far as the world 
record, (the rack) is about an inch over the world 
record.” 
Tucker encountered the animal several times 
before he was able to shoot it with his 
muzzleloader. The first time, he had a clean shot 
but the powder charge did not go off. The second 
time, later that day, he didn’t get a clean look at 
it. 
“I was just hoping I would see him again after I 
passed up the shot the second time I saw him,” 
Tucker said. “My thinking was the second time I 
saw him was as far away as he was and as big 
as he was, I wanted to make sure that I killed 
him. I didn’t want to cripple him. I said to myself, 
‘If I cripple him, nobody will get to kill him.’ The 
last thing I wanted to do was be the guy who 
crippled a deer like that,” Tucker told the 
Tennessean. 
Several days later, on Nov. 8, Tucker — on this 
third attempt, third time is a charm, right? — shot 
and killed the three and a half year-old-buck from 
about 40 yards. Given the enormity of the buck, 
Tucker wasted no time and contacted the 
TWRA. 
“I realize there’s only a possibility that it’s going 
to be a world record; all we’re worried about right 
now is that it’s the state record,” Tucker said. “If 
it is the world record, that would be great. But I’m 
not getting my hopes up on that.” 
 “A deer like this deer doesn’t come along very 
often,” Grandstaff said. “The field pictures don’t 
really do it justice. You would have had to 
actually see it to understand the amount of non-
typical growth it has.” 
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50 Caliber 1911? 
I’ve heard the statement a thousand times, “I 
carry a .45 because they don’t make a .50.” I like 
.45s, but that statement is getting a bit old. Now 
I have a great response: “Sorry, but they do 
make a .50.” In fact, Guncrafter Industries has 
been making the .50 GI now for a dozen years. 
Just slightly shorter than the .45 ACP, the .50 GI 
case measures .530 inches in diameter. It has a 
rebated rim, so it would use the same shell 
holder. A .45 ACP round sits nicely inside an 
empty .50 GI case. Yes, it’s an imposing round 
to see, in case you were wondering. 
I’ve tested two other Guncrafter guns in the past, 
both chambered for the clasic .45 ACP round. 
The CCO and Frag models I tested were as 
close to perfect as pistols get, with match-level 
triggers, super slick actions, and ragged-hole 
accuracy. They didn’t sport high-tech features 
like full-length guide rods or bull barrels, but they 
functioned perfectly and shot tiny groups with 
any ammunition. 

The .50 GI Model 4 has the same perfect fit and 
finish. You’d think guns with a price past the 
$3,000 mark would all be perfect, but that’s not 
always the case. Not long ago, a friend 
purchased a prestigious race doublestack 1911. 
He felt the trigger wasn’t up to par, and when he 
disassembled the gun, he found upgraded parts 
he’d paid for weren’t even on the gun. I reviewed 
another company’s 9mm race gun—a $3,400 
gun—and found the trigger was gritty and the 
magazine wouldn’t drop free, big problems. This 
hasn’t been the case with the Guncrafters guns 
I’ve tested. So far, with three guns tested, I’ve 
found not a single flaw. 
The test gun was the Model 4 Long Slide model 
with a 6-inch bull barrel. It’s a big gun, weighing 

just less than 45 ounces, empty. It features a 
Wilson Combat adjustable rear and a Trijicon 
Tritium front sight. The safety is ambidextrous, 
and there’s a blended magazine well and a flush-
cut, deep-crowned bull barrel. The front strap 
and flat mainspring housing are checkered, as is 
the contact surface of the magazine release. 
The solid trigger has a backlash adjustment 
screw, but needed no adjustment. There was no 
discernible creep in the trigger. It broke crisp and 
clean at just over 4 pounds, but felt lighter due to 
the clean break. 
The finish is a pleasant and functional matte 
black Melonite. It provides a classy look and 
lowers the coefficient of friction while hardening 
the surface of the parts. It’s also extremely rust 
resistant. Every Guncrafter gun I’ve tested has 
been more than the sum of its parts. Choosing 
the right components is important, but fit and 
finish are at least as critical, especially with 
1911s, where exacting fit produces both 
accuracy and reliability. 
The relationship between the metal parts is 
impeccable. The slide is smooth and has no 
lateral or vertical movement, a perfect mating of 
slide to frame rails. The thumb safety, grip safety 
and mainspring housing are a perfect fit and are 
gently melted to remove any sharp edges that 
contact the hand. 

 
Loading the oversized magazines is easy 
because the big rounds provide a lot of area to 
push against. Magazine capacity is seven 
rounds, and there’s a witness hole on the side to 
indicate a full magazine. Since the .50 GI round 
has a rebated rim, the rear of the magazine lip is 
slightly crimped in to keep the round positioned 
correctly. Magazine insertion is simple with the 
extended magazine well, and magazines seat 
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easily, even when fully loaded with the slide 
down. Magazines drop free of the magazine 
well, as they should. The Model 4 comes with 
two stainless magazines with polymer bases. It 
also comes with a takedown wrench for the one-
piece guide rod, a ballistic nylon carrying case, 
and an embroidered Guncrafter towel. 
Shooting the .50 GI isn’t much different from 
shooting hot defensive loads in a compact 1911. 
The extra weight helps with the added power. 
Fully loaded with 230-grain copper hollow 
points, the Model 4 Longslide weighs 54 ounces. 
The gun’s weight  and carefully matched recoil 
spring with full-length recoil spring guide helps 
keep recoil smooth. You won’t forget the factory 
loads (purchased from Guncrafter) have about 
30 percent more energy than a defensive .45 
ACP load, but you won’t be uncomfortable. 
Recoil is a strong push—no feeling of slamming 
or peaks. 

 
Accuracy was exceptional. Bench rested at 25 
yards, five-shot groups ran a bit above one inch, 
with my best group measuring just .551 inches. 
I’m sure there was a bit of luck in that one, but 
suffice it to say the Model 4 is accurate. The 
sights are both easy to see and easy to adjust. 
The Model 4 feels like a regular 1911 in the hand 
despite the larger frame and magazines. My 
friend Mike and I tried running the Texas star on 
his range with the Model 4, but neither of us 
managed to clean it. We both came close, but it 
just didn’t happen. 
While the .50 GI is certainly capable  as a 
defensive round, I imagine the extreme 
penetration of most of the available loads might 
be a liability. Should one choose to use it for 
defense, the 185-grain copper hollow point 
would be the right call. With a muzzle velocity of 
almost 1,250 feet per second (fps), the solid 
copper hollow point expands into a perfect four-
pointed star when fired into ballistic gel. 
With eight rounds in a semi-auto, it’s an 
impressive package indeed. There is some extra 

weight in the Long Slide version, but there’s also 
a measurable increase in performance, and that 
weight also results in more manageable recoil 
and faster follow-up shots. 
Accurate, powerful, reliable, beautiful, OK, 
where’s the down side? Well, there are a few. 
First is the availability and price of ammunition. 
Currently, .50 GI is available from Guncrafter 
Industries. Pricing runs from about $30 for a box 
of 20 300-grain FMJ loads, to about $50 for a 
box of 20 copper hollow points. While this seems 
a lot for the FMJ loads, the price of the hollow 
points is only about 40 percent more than quality 
.45 ACP defensive ammunition. I suspect most 
of the .50 GI guns won’t see daily use as high-
volume shooters, so maybe this isn’t a big factor. 
Another downside is the initial purchase price, 
and again, for what you’re getting, it isn’t 
unreasonable. The days when guns that cost 
$3,000 were unusual are long past. As 
mentioned above, I’ve tested several $3,000 
pistols, and some have been unsatisfactory. 
This certainly isn’t the case with the Model 4. It’s 
as perfectly executed as any 1911 I’ve ever 
tested, and several of them have run north of 
$3,000. 
This isn’t a pistol for everyone, and I suspect 
that’s part of the appeal. It’s a quality piece of 
equipment, unique in many ways, and it 
performs as designed. Guncrafter Industries 
isn’t trying to build guns for everyone; they build 
guns for a certain demographic, and from what I 
see of the Model 4, they’ve come pretty close to 
the center of the target. 
Specifications: 
Guncrafter Industries Model 4 
Type: Semi-auto, single action 
Caliber: .50 GI 
Barrel: 6 in., match-grade, bull 
Weight: 45 oz. (empty) 
Trigger: 4 lbs. 
Sights: Wilson Combat adjustable rear, Trijicon 
Tritium front 
Finish: Matte black Melonite 
Magazine Capacity: 7 rounds 
MSRP: $4,125 
Manufacturer: Guncrafter Industries 
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The Marysville Rifle Club 
PO Box 303              

Marysville, WA 98270 
   360-652-0784            

MarysvilleRifleClub.com 
 
Club Officers 
President, Joe Ridenhour         206-660-4672 
      joeriden@centurylink.net 
Vice President, Dave Eason   360-659-8420 
       a1miner51@live.com 
Secretary, Bill Davis    206-353-5158 
     bdavis385@comcast.net 
Treasurer, Bob Wydro      360-563-0356 
     rwydro@comcast.net 
Past President, Mike Haakensen   360-435-5579 
     kmhaakensen@aol.com 
Tim Tennessen  (1 year)   360.651-2654 
      timtennessen11@gmail.com 
Rod Moore   (2 year)                    425-238-2276 
     boulderchewer@aol.com 
Edward Carter  (3 year)   425-220-0670 
      lapuaed@gmail.com 
 
Planning & Work Party Chairman         TBD 

 

Hunter Education Committee 
Rod Moore    Sean Overman     Bill Vincent Bill Whitley 
Bob Moon  Keith Foote                    Rich Brown           Kit Wennersten 
Dave Phipps   Todd Straley     Dave Eason  

 

Shotwad Editors  
Chris Seung     425-610-4967 
mukilteoman1@yahoo.com 

 

Bill Phillips     360-387-4867 
bill@billsguns.com 
 

Webmaster 
Bob Wydro     360-563-0356 

rwydro@comcast.net 
 
Discipline Chairpersons 

 

Black powder Dave Clutinger               360-435-8599 
dbclute@comcast.net 
 
Cowboy Shooting                           Fred Byer            360-435-0258 
Cell phone: 360-770-4704 
fwbyer@gmail.com 
 
CMP/DCM Curt Bry              360-652-8771 
joeflaps@msn.com 
 
USPSA Gary Wall       360-629-3964 
wrongwaywall@hotmail.com 
 
Juniors  Chuck Whipple 425-334-0211 
skijor@tgi.net 
 
Junior Shotgun Sports Todd Staley 425-923-9091 
 
NRA Instructors    William Gruner    360-348-7081 
Wilhelm@nwinfo.net 
Indoor Pistol/PPC Tom Persell 360-899-4908 
tdpersell@msn.com 
 
Membership                  Bill Davis  206-353-515 
bdavis385@comcast.net 
 
Recreational Shooting     Ron Oehlert 360-387-3260 
 
Shotgun Sports John Church 360-652-1161 
jchurch@frontier.com 
 
Hunter Sight-in Keith Gepner 425-422-7906 
Keith.a.gepner@boeing.co 
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